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Name of Activity: Song teaching

Target learners: Grade 3-4

Time required: 40 minutes

Aims

1. Let students know put in, put out, shake, and turn around with body parts.
2. Students can sing and dance ‘the Hokey-Pokey’ in small groups.

Materials required & pre-lesson preparatio

◎CD Player
◎The lyrics of The Hokey Pokey
◎Tambourines
◎Internet

In class procedure

1.Review the vocabulary of body parts /left or right/verb phases
   Vocabulary list:(8 minutes)

2.Students follow what the teacher says to shake their body parts, e.g. left hand or right foot…
(8minutes).

3.Next all the students sing the hokey-pokey song several times (5minutes) .
4.Then all the students stand up and shake their body parts with the hokey-pokey song several 

times.
5.Give students 5 minutes to practice in small groups and teacher goes around the class the check.
6.If the song is well practiced ,students can sing more and more quickly
7.Show time: in whole group, small groups, and individual (10minutes).
8.The teacher asks some volunteers to come to the front of classroom to perform the dancing 

(4minutes).

 
＊head    ＊shoulder
＊hand    ＊fingers
＊leg      ＊foot
＊toes 
＊right    ＊left
＊put in   ＊put out
＊shake   ＊turn around
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The Hokey-Pokey
You put your * left foot in 
You put your * left foot out
You put your * left foot in
       and then you shake it all about
You do the hokey pokey 
       and you turn yourself around
That’s what it’s all about

P.S. the mark * is replaceable

 

Follow up 
Show the video of head, shoulder, knees and toes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8FwBSITW-4
Missing words from the song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37nyoPOsvFQ
Practise in small groups and create their own lyric(homework)
The Hokey-Pokey
You put your * (             ) in 
You put your *(             )t out
You put your *(             )t in

and then you shake it all about
You do the hokey pokey 

and you turn yourself around
That’s what it’s all about
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